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Why is it important to know how to read food labels? In order to avoid losing
reimbursement for serving non-creditable foods while participating on the CACFP, you
must be sure that you know how to read labels to know the products you are using are
creditable.
We have found throughout the years that food manufacturers can change the
ingredients and formulations in their foods on what seems like a whim. Often, this is a
slow process behind the scenes for the manufacturer, but what happens to consumers
like you is that suddenly the food’s packaging may look different, they may have added
some flashy words to the front of a box, OR, sometimes they just quietly make a
change to the ingredients in their product without announcing it in an obvious way.
Manufacturers are also out to sell their products to consumers, and so they will use
catch phrases on their packaging to entice buyers into choosing their product.
Sometimes though, packaging can be deceiving – remember last year when we
discussed serving sizes and portion sizes? We know that pop manufacturers are
expecting consumers to drink a whole 20 ounce bottle of pop in one sitting, not have it
as 2.5 separate servings. Just like they know that consumers will look for catch phrases
that make their foods seem more healthy. Often misleading are boxes labeled with
things like “made with whole grain”, but the words “made with” are tiny, and the
words “whole grain” are in huge font that stand out and make the consumer believe
they are purchasing a healthy, whole grain option.
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Slide&2&notes&continued&
&
It&is&also&important&to&be&able&to&read&the&nutrition&facts&on&the&labels&to&ensure&compliance&with&sugar&
limits&in&yogurts&and&cereals.&Reading&these&labels&can&be&tricky,&including&knowing&where&to&look&on&
the&label,&and&what&parts&are&important&to&being&able&to&calculate&that&sugar&amount&per&serving.&
&
In&our&training,&we&will&explore&some&food&labels&to&show&how&you&can&be&sure&you&are&serving&foods&
that&are&creditable.&We&will&also&cover&other&CACFP&topics&such&as&meal&counts,&recordkeeping,&claims&
review&and&reimbursement,&and&civil&rights.&
&

Let’s start by discussing whole grains. It is important to be able to read a label when
you are determining whether a grain will meet the whole grain-rich requirements for
the food program. As we know that at least one grain per day served must meet whole
grain-rich requirements, but making sure that you are really serving something that is
whole grain-rich can be confusing. Especially when we add in knowing that
manufacturers use tricky labeling to make their products appear to be whole grain.
The National CACFP Sponsor’s Association has great handouts we have given out on
identifying whole grain rich and we have one of them available for you to take home
with you today if you want to grab one on your way out of the training. Please be
aware: one of the first ways listed to determine if a product is whole grain-rich in that
handout is items that are labeled “whole wheat” for bread and pasta only – you still
should be reading the ingredients list! It is important to not rely on these notations on
packages and to always check the ingredient list on a product.
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Based on this box of crackers, do you think they are whole grain-rich? Why or why not?
What makes them seem like they should? Keep in mind that looking for the words
“whole wheat” do not apply to crackers, only to breads and pastas, so we cannot use
that to determine if these are whole grain-rich.
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Enriched flour is CREDITABLE on the food program, so while these crackers are
creditable to serve, they do not meet the whole grain-rich requirements and cannot be
claimed as your whole grain-rich item for the day. There is a whole grain listed as the
second grain ingredient “whole grain wheat flour”, but just because it is in the
ingredient list does not mean that the grain item meets whole grain-rich requirements.
All three examples in your packet – Ritz, Saltines, and Cheez-Its, are deceiving because
they use the words “made with whole grain” or “whole grain” on their packaging which
leads people to assume they qualify as whole grain-rich.
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Let’s take a look at some corn products to discuss how corn grain items credit on the
CACFP. Do you think these corn chips are creditable to serve? Why or why not?
They are not creditable, because for corn to credit as a grain on the CACFP it must start
with “whole” or “enriched”. The exceptions to this are corn masa, masa harina, and
hominy grits.
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The offending corn chips! At the time this training was created, none of the Doritos
brand or flavors are creditable to serve. Let’s take a look at another corn chip.
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These chips also just start with “corn” that is neither whole nor enriched, so they are
not creditable either.
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The ingredients are the same for both of these non-creditable offenders.
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Food labeling can be so sneaky! These Tostitos scoops are labeled as “multigrain
scoops” – do you think they are creditable? We can see by the ingredients list, that
while they do have some whole grains in them, the first ingredient is still just “corn”,
not whole or enriched, so they are not creditable either!
What are some corn chips that are creditable?
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Both of these corn chips are creditable at this time.
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We can see on their respective ingredients list, that their first ingredient is a creditable
grain on the CACFP. In the Frontera chips, on the left, we can see the word “whole” in
front of the yellow and white corn. Same with the Late July brand, they are made with
“whole ground corn”.
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Let’s switch gears and take a look at this cereal label. We can see the ingredients and
the nutrition facts. We will walk through whether this cereal meets whole grain-rich
requirements, as well as if it meets sugar limits.
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Look at the first ingredient listed. We can see it is “whole grain oats”. For ready to eat
breakfast cereal, if the first ingredient is whole grain, and the cereal is fortified, then it
meets the criteria to be whole grain-rich. This cereal meets both of those criteria. We
now know that it is creditable based on the ingredients, as well as being whole grainrich. Does that mean that this cereal is creditable to be served? We don’t know yet,
let’s take a closer look at the nutrition facts to check the amount of sugar per serving.
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One of the easiest ways to check the sugar limits for a cereal or yogurt is to compare it
to the serving size charts on their respective handouts. On the label, look at the listed
serving size to find how many grams the serving size is. You will ALWAYS use the cereal
box’s serving size when calculating the sugar amount in that serving – you will not use
what the serving size is for the CACFP and then find the correlating amount on the
chart. We can see here that the serving size for this cereal is 27 grams. If we look at the
chart on the right, we can see that serving sizes in the 26-30 grams range must have 6
grams of sugar or less. How much sugar does this cereal have in the 27 gram serving
size? Eight grams. This means that while we did establish the cereal would meet whole
grain-rich requirements and would be creditable as a grain, it is over the sugar limit and
therefore is not actually creditable to serve on the CACFP.
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Here is the offending, non-creditable Cheerios flavor that we just looked at. A great
resource that helps ensure you are serving creditable cereals is the WIC list, which is
also available for you to grab as a handout if you do not have one already. All WIC
approved cereals are within the sugar limits for the CACFP, so you know you can’t go
wrong choosing one of them. However, not all cereals on the WIC list are whole grainrich. WIC does denote on their list the cereals that are, so you can utilize that
information as well to know you are serving a whole grain-rich cereal. Please be sure
though that you stick to the flavors listed on the WIC list if you are going to utilize that.
As we can see, regular Cheerios do qualify as creditable, but these Blueberry Cheerios
do not. Cheerios being on the list does not mean all Cheerios flavors are creditable.
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We will use the sugar limit chart to check this yogurt to see if it is within the sugar
limits for it’s serving size listed. We can see the serving size is 170 grams, so if we look
for that amount on the chart, you will see that the limit for that serving size is 23 grams
of sugar. Looking back to the yogurt label, the total sugars is 19 grams for this serving
size, so it is under the limit and is creditable. This label was for Yoplait Original
Strawberry.
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CN labels are a specific type of label that is found on some combination dish foods that
gives providers the information needed for crediting the components in the dish on the
CACFP. The most common examples you can see listed are chicken nuggets or strips,
fish sticks, corn dogs, pizzas, lasagnas, etc. This isn’t a full list, but these are just the
items that we see most often.
If you are buying one of these combination products in a store, and it does not have a
CN label, best practice is to just not serve it at all. Without the CN label, you do not
know how much of the components from the dish credit, or how much they will credit
toward the component either. Say you buy some Tyson chicken nuggets that do not
have a CN label. Because you do not know how much of the meat or grain components
is in the chicken nuggets, you would be required to serve a FULL serving of another
meat or meat alternate, as well as a FULL serving of a grain component. This is not a
great idea, because you are now potentially serving the children twice as much food as
required, which means it is more likely you will have more waste from this meal as
well.
If you make these items homemade, which we know a lot of providers do, then you
have control of the components and ingredients to make sure each meets the
minimum serving requirements per child. If a combination dish is homemade, please
note “HM” next to the components so that we know that. If the combination dish is CN
labeled, please note CN by the components so we know that you are using the CN label
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Slide&18&notes&continued&
&
to&determine&the&crediting&of&the&components.&
&
Your&monitor&will&need&to&view&your&CN&labels&at&your&home&visits.&If&you&are&using&CN&labeled&foods,&
be&sure&to&either&be&able&to&produce&the&product&container&with&the&CN&label&on&it,&cut&the&CN&label&out&
of&the&container&and&retain&it,&or&have&a&photo&or&copy&of&the&CN&label&from&the&package.&You&should&
also&be&able&to&tell&your&monitor&how&you&determine&how&much&if&the&CN&labeled&food&needs&to&be&
served&to&meet&requirements.&
&
So&what&if&you&do&have&a&CN&label&on&one&of&these&combination&dishes?&Do&you&know&how&to&make&sure&
you&are&serving&the&appropriate&serving&size&to&each&child&for&their&age&group?&Let’s&break&down&CN&
labels&a&little&bit&and&see&how&to&ensure&that&you&understand&how&to&read&CN&labels&and&use&them&
correctly&for&serving&food&on&the&program.&
&

Let’s take a look at a couple examples of CN labels and use them to calculate how much
of each item to serve. There are standards for CN labels that you can see here on this
slide. CN labels will always have the distinct border with the CN logo, the meal pattern
contribution statement, six-digit identification number, USDA authorization statement,
and the month and year of FNS approval.
In the packet (which can be downloaded from our website), you will find two
worksheets, try to determine the creditable serving amount for CN labeled items.
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Let’s walk through using a CN label to determine what portion of fish sticks a 3 year old
would need to be served for lunch or supper.
First, we will look at the meat component. 3-5 year olds need 1.5 ounces of meat at
lunch or supper. How many fish sticks does it take to make 1.5 ounces of meat?
If there is .5 oz. of meat in three fish sticks, we need three times that amount to equal
1.5 oz. of meat. So 3 fish sticks X 3 = 9 fish sticks. It will take 9 fish sticks to meet the
requirements for a meat at lunch or supper.
Next, let’s look at the bread/grain component. 3-5 year olds need .5 ounce equivalent
at lunch or supper. How many fish sticks does it take to make .5 ounce equivalents of
grain? There is .5 oz. of grain in three fish sticks, so we can quickly see that one serving
of three fish sticks will meet the grains requirement at lunch or supper.
However, even though we can meet the grain requirement in only three fish sticks, we
know that we need NINE fish sticks to have enough meat, so to use these CN labeled
fish sticks properly for a three year old, you must serve 9 of them to ensure you are
meeting both meal pattern requirements.
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Let’s work through this pizza CN label. Notice that the pizza has three components
listed with information – the vegetable component in addition to the meat and grain
components. The pizza serving size is listed by weight (ounces), so this one can be a bit
trickier to work through than an item like fish sticks or chicken nuggets. We will again
be using a three year old at lunch or supper for our example. It appears these are
individual 5 ounce pizzas.
We will start with the meat. How many pizzas does it take to meet the 1.5 ounces of
required meat/meat alternate for the three year old?
We can see that a one 5-ounce pizza will give us 2 ounces of meat/meat alternate, so ¾
a pizza, or 3.75 ounces, is enough to meet requirements at lunch or supper.
How many pizzas does it take to make the ¼ cup requirement of vegetables for the
three year old?
The one 5 ounce pizza provides ½ cup of vegetables, so ½ a pizza, or 2.5 ounces, is
enough to meet the ¼ cup vegetable requirement at lunch or supper.
How many 5 ounce pizza servings does it take to make the ½ serving requirement for
bread for the three year old? Please keep in mind this is an old example that does not
have ounce equivalents for the grain component.
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Slide&21&notes&continued&
&
The&label&tells&us&that&there&are&1&½&servings&of&bread/grain&in&one&5&ounce&serving&of&pizza,&so&we&
know&the&5&ounce&serving&will&meet&the&½&serving&requirements&for&grains.&
&
What&is&the&minimum&amount&of&pizza&you&would&need&to&serve&to&3E5&year&olds&to&meet&serving&size&
requirements&for&all&three&components?&&
&
¾&or&3.75&ounces.&We&can&see&that&serving&one&5Eounce&pizza&to&each&child&aged&3E5&would&cover&all&
the&components&as&well.&&
&
Bonus&question,&what&else&needs&to&be&served&with&this&5&ounce&serving&of&pizza&to&make&a&creditable&
lunch&or&supper?&&
&
Milk&and&another&vegetable&or&a&fruit.&
&

This is an example of a product formulation statement. They must be obtained from
the manufacturer and must contain the original signature of an authorized company
representative (sales representative’s signatures are not acceptable.). PFS are similar to
a CN label in that they will tell you how the product credits toward which component(s)
on the CACFP. You must keep this on file for your monitor to view during home visits.
When recording items that you have a PFS for on your menus, please document PFS by
the components which are covered by it.
There is an additional sheet in the handout packet from MDE that discusses CN labels
and PFS that you can keep on hand to review for determining if your CN label or PFS is
creditable for use on the CACFP.
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Processed meats can be a tricky item to discern creditability on. The first thing you
should look for is the name of the food. This is it’s standard of identity. We can see that
processed meats in the first list, such as meat sticks, summer sausage, pepperoni, etc.
will always need a CN label. The same goes for the newly creditable dried, semi-dried,
and shelf stable meat items such as jerky.
There are some processed meats that are creditable without CN labels, IF they are free
of by-products, cereals, binders, or extenders. If they have any of those items in them,
they would need a CN label to know how much of the product is actually creditable
meat. Hot dogs, bologna, lunch meats, and Vienna sausages all fall in this category. We
will take a look at a hot dog label next to see if we can tell if they are a creditable
product to serve or not.
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Are these hot dogs creditable? Based on the list of binders and extenders in your
handout, we can see that this hot dog contains one - modified food starch. These hot
dogs are not creditable due this ingredient unless they were to have a CN label. We can
see right away by the packaging that there is no CN label present.
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Let’s look at the ingredients in these hot dogs. We can see that these Oscar Mayer beef
franks do not contain any binders or extenders, or by-products, and are creditable to
serve on the CACFP.
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To help show the difference in processed meats and why some of them need a CN label
to be served at all, while others you can check the ingredient list to ensure there are no
by-products, extenders, or binders in the meat, we will use USDA’s Food Buying Guide.
The link to the Food Buying Guide is in your handout packet so that you can access it as
well for reference. They also have an app you can download to your smart phone!
You can search for a food keyword in all meal components, or a specific meal
component. You can see here that for our search, we put in “Sausage” in as the
keyword to search for, under the meat/meat alternate category.
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Our search results show us that there are a few different ways that some sausages can
credit. Vienna sausages as well as fresh or frozen pork sausage (regular or Italian style)
show up in our results list. You can see that the purchase unit on all of these is one
pound. The next column shows you how many servings you will get out of that one
pound, as well as the servings size per meal contribution. We can now see how these
items credit on the CACFP.
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In our second search, we searched for “summer sausage”. In the search results, you can
see “No records found”. This is because summer sausage does not have a food identity
in the Food Buying Guide, and so, is not creditable without a CN label which would tell
the consumer how much of the summer sausage is creditable meat.
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Natural cheese and pasteurized processed cheese credit ounce for ounce. A one ounce
cube of cheddar cheese will credit as one ounce of meat alternate. Some cheeses
require twice as much to be served to equal a creditable serving amount. You can see
listed that cheese foods, spreads, cottage cheese, and ricotta cheese all need twice as
much served to credit. A two ounce serving of cheese spread will equal a one ounce
serving of meat alternate.
Now let’s take a look at some cheeses to determine their creditability on the CACFP.
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How can we tell by reading this package that this cheese is creditable to serve?
The package states that it is “pasteurized process American cheese slices”. These
cheese slices are creditable and credit ounce for ounce. For cheeses, you will want to
look at how the cheese is “named” to determine it’s creditability on the program.
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We can see that on the label, these cheese slices state they are a “pasteurized
prepared cheese product”. We know from the prior slide that cheese products are not
creditable on the CACFP. This is because they do not have a standard of identity.
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Is this cheese creditable?
Yes! It is listed as a cheese food, so two ounces of this cheese food credits as one ounce
of meat alternate. This container is listed as being 12 ounces, so how many one ounce
servings will you get out of it? Six.
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Is this cheese creditable?
Shredded cheeses can be sneaky! This “That’s Smart” brand from Hy-Vee is imitation
cheddar cheese. It is not creditable. Watch your bagged, pre-shredded cheeses to make
sure they are not imitation! Or, even better, purchase blocks of real cheese and shred
them yourself so you know you are using real cheese. Hy-Vee does have Hy-Vee brand
shredded cheese that is real cheese and not imitation.
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We will now be moving on to requirements of providers who are participating on the
CACFP. Let’s start with recordkeeping.
Records must be kept up-to-date. This means that menus, meal counts, and attendance
must be recorded by midnight each night. Why? Because relying on your memory to
know which kids were present for each meal or snack, as well as the menus, from even
a couple days ago is not a reliable source of recordkeeping. We know that some of you
may have very good memories, but that doesn’t change the requirements for keeping
your records up-to-date.
You must also keep your records for 3 years and 3 months for the CACFP. You do not
have to keep all of that on site – the most current year must be on site at all times, and
the other 2 years and 3 months may be kept off site if they are accessible within 24
hours. This means that you should not take your records with you in your car, or to the
park, etc. they should be in your daycare facility.
If you are open, even if you have a sub or a helper or a co-licensed provider that is
providing care for the day, they must know where your records are to be able to show
them to your monitor. If we cannot verify that your records are up-to-date because
your helper or sub cannot locate them, you cannot be reimbursed from the beginning
of that month that we are completing in the visit in. Helpers and subs are strongly
encouraged to take CCNI’s training each year as it will give them the important
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Slide&34&notes&continued&
&
information&they&need&to&know&regarding&the&food&program&and&CCNI’s&policies.&Co>licensed&providers&
are&required&to&take&CCNI’s&mandatory&CACFP&training&each&year.&But&it&is&still&on&you,&the&provider,&to&
ensure&that&person&knows&where&you&keep&your&records,&and&how&to&keep&records&in&the&event&that&
they&need&to&keep&them&up>to>date&while&they&are&covering&care&for&you.&
&

Special Diet Statements and Formula Statements are documents that not all providers
will need, however, the ones that do need them for a child will need to have the proper
documentation on file in order to receive reimbursement for the meals and snacks of a
child who is required to have one.
A special diet statement is required if the special diet request for a child results in a
meal or snack that does not meet meal pattern requirements. For example, if a child
needs a non-creditable milk substitution, such as almond milk, due to a dairy and soy
allergy, there must be a special diet statement on file in the CCNI office and in your
home for that child. The special diet statement must document the food to be avoided,
the food to be substituted, and an explanation of how exposure to the food would
affect the child. It must also be signed by one of the following state licensed medical
authorities: a licensed physician, a physician assistant, or an advanced practice care
nurse, such as a nurse practitioner. CCNI has a Special Diet Statement form, as well as
MDE. The information is not required to come on one of these forms, however, it must
have all of the required elements for it to be valid. If you have questions on a special
dietary accommodation, please call our office to get assistance on how to proceed.
Formula statements are required to be on file in the CCNI office and in your daycare for
any child whose parents are supplying iron-fortified infant formula. In the last couple
years, we have simplified this process by putting a formula statement directly on the
enrollment forms so that there is not a separate form for you and the parent to
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Slide&35&notes&continued&
&
complete.&Best&practice&is&to&always&fill&in&the&brand&of&formula&you&offer&any&time&you&are&enrolling&an&
infant&–&even&if&they&will&be&accepting&the&formula&you&provide,&or&will&be&providing&breast&milk.&A&
formula&statement&is&not&considered&valid&if&the&brand&of&formula&you&offered&the&parent,&and&they&
turned&down,&is&not&on&the&formula&statement.&If&we&do&not&have&a&valid&formula&statement,&you&cannot&
be&reimbursed&for&the&infants&meals&or&snacks.&
&

Each child must have an enrollment filled out for you to receive reimbursement for
their meals and snacks. You must send the original to the CCNI office, and keep a copy
on file for your records. You should also give a copy to the parents – CCNI’s forms are
printed in triplicate to make this easier. If you are printing the enrollments from
KidKare, please remember that you need to either print three copies and have the
parent sign all of them, or take a copy for you and the parent of the signed one that
you are going to send in to the office.
Sometimes, parents do not want their child to participate on the program. This can be
due a number of things, such as food allergies, special diets, and eating preferences. If
a parent does not wish to have their child on the program, they should fill out a decline
form. This is needed so that we know that you offered the family participation on the
CACFP and they choose not to participate. You as a provider cannot require a family to
decline the program for any reason – including but not limited to not offering the
program to infants in your care and drop-in children. If a child is declined from the
program, the original decline form needs to be sent to the office to be kept on file. You
will also need a copy on file in your daycare. A declined child can be enrolled or reenrolled in the program at any time! Simply have the parents fill out an enrollment for
the child, and note to us when the child started participating again, and begin claiming
their meals and snacks as of that date.
Enrollments are required by USDA to be updated annually. This process helps uphold
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Slide&36&notes&continued&
&
&
the&integrity&of&the&program&in&a&few&ways.&It&gives&CCNI&the&most&up=to=date&contact&information&for&
that&parent,&should&we&need&to&contact&them&about&meals&and&snacks&served&to&their&children;&it&helps&
ensure&that&only&children&who&are&still&attending&the&daycare&are&being&claimed;&and&it&updates&the&
child’s&regular&schedule&for&times&in&and&out,&days&of&the&week&attended,&and&meals&and&snacks&they&
regularly&eat.&&
&
What&happens&if&you&don’t&renew&a&child’s&enrollment?&Unfortunately,&we&are&unable&to&reimburse&for&
children&who&do&not&have&a&current,&valid&enrollment&on&file.&So&if&a&child&expires&on&9/30/20&and&you&
do&not&have&the&parent&fill&out&their&renewal&enrollment&until&11/5/20,&we&cannot&reimburse&for&that&
child&for&the&month&of&October&because&they&did&not&have&a&valid&enrollment&completed.&CCNI&does&
send&notice&with&your&monthly&mailing&that&contains&your&check&or&direct&deposit&stub&for&any&
children&that&will&be&coming&up&expired&from&November&to&August.&In&the&months&of&September&and&
October,&we&do&not&send&the&list&of&children&expiring&for&those&months&because&that&is&when&we&do&the&
mass&renewal&enrollment&period&where&you&should&renew&all&kids.&The&reason&we&do&a&mass&renewal&
period&like&this&is&so&all&of&your&children,&including&newly&enrolled&ones&from&within&the&last&year,&get&
on&the&same&expiration&schedule.&This&means&that&you&don’t&have&to&keep&track&of&children&expiring&at&
all&different&times&of&the&year.&
&

What are meal counts? They are meals recorded per child, per meal to show which children at
which meals and snacks while in daycare. If you are a paper claimer, or someone who keeps on
paper before entering into an online claiming system, know that you must keep your meal
counts per child, per meal. You need to be using the meal codes when you are recording this.
One common mistake that we see with paper claimers, especially if it is their first infant or they
haven’t had an infant in care in a while, is that they put the infant on the infant menu correctly,
but they do not record the infant on the meal count. The infants still need a meal count even
though they have a separate menu.
Meal counts are not to be recorded in advance! We have had providers record all their meal
counts and menus for the last day of the month and submit their claim at the beginning of that
day. This can lead to a finding and corrective action. It applies to both online claimers and
paper claimers – we can see the exact time and date you submit your claim online, and we do
keep our envelopes for claims that come in the mail and can see when they were mailed, so if
you claimed through the 31st, but mailed it off on the 30th, we will know.
Meal counts must be completed by midnight each night to be considered up-to-date.
Sometimes, life happens and you can’t keep track of your meal counts and/or menus on CCNI’s
forms or in your online claiming system. Let’s take a look at how your records need to look to
be considered up-to-date in the instance that this happens to you.
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Here is an example of what you need to have if you are recording on paper that is not
the CCNI forms. Other ways of keeping track can be considered behind records if your
monitor comes for a visit and you do not have paper records that contain all the
required information. For records to be considered up-to-date when kept on paper,
you must have the date, each child recorded by name, their meal counts by meal code,
their attendance, and full menus for the day.
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Sometimes, there are situations that pertain to meal counts that you might need to
record additional information with them so they are accurate.
Who knows what a split shift is? A split shift can be needed if you have children coming
and going, so they are not in your home at the same time, but if you don’t show them
coming and going, it will make it look like you are claiming over capacity. There are
multiple ways to show us split shifts, including in the online claiming systems. For an
example: You have school agers who come in the morning, eat breakfast and then get
on the bus and go to school at 7:30am. After the school agers have left, you have a
family that brings an infant and a preschooler for the rest of the day at 8:00am.
Depending on the rest of your numbers of children in care, if you mark down that the
school agers and the infant and preschooler (plus any other children in care) for
breakfast, it may look like you were claiming more children than your capacity allows.
By using split shifts then we can see the children who are coming and going and that
they are not all physically present at the same time. You may have children coming and
going, but it may not make it look like you are over capacity, so you may not need to do
split shifts. You must be approved for split shifts before you can claim that way, so if
you think you may run in to this situation, give our office a call before you start doing it.
What should I do if I get a variance for capacity from my licensor? Be sure to send a
copy of your variance to CCNI, and include ALL pages that your licensor sends you back.
The most common item that is missing from variances sent in to us is the list of children
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&
the&licensor&approved&for&the&variance.&Not&all&counties&do&their&variances&the&same,&so&not&all&
providers&will&have&a&child&list&that&correlates&with&their&variance.&If&your&licensor&does&make&
reference&to&your&variance&only&being&approved&for&the&children&listed,&we&will&need&that&list&so&we&can&
use&it&to&run&your&variance.&It&is&your&responsibility&to&get&a&copy&of&the&variance&to&CCNI&to&go&with&
your&claims&that&you&will&be&using&the&variance&on.&
&
At&what&age&are&children&no&longer&eligible&to&be&claimed&for&reimbursement&on&the&CACFP?&&
&
13!&However,&this&can&cause&some&confusion&when&it&comes&to&claiming&11&and&12&year&olds&and&
receiving&reimbursement&for&them.&Because&licensing&stops&counting&children&at&age&11&for&capacity,&
often&times&providers&will&take&on&another&younger&child&if&they&have&an&11&or&12&year&old&in&care,&
because&they&may&have&room&in&capacity&to&do&so.&Say&a&provider&has&a&full&C2&license.&She&has&a&child&
who&turns&11,&so&she&decides&to&take&on&another&6&year&old&(school&ager)&as&a&new&child.&As&far&as&
licensing&is&concerned,&she&is&within&capacity,&because&they&no&longer&count&the&child&who&turned&11.&
BUT,&if&she&claims&the&11&year&old&on&the&food&program,&as&well&as&her&other&12&children&that&are&within&
her&C2&capacity,&she&would&be&claiming&13&children&for&reimbursement.&So&while&she&is&not&over&
capacity&in&a&licensing&sense,&CCNI&cannot&reimburse&for&the&13th&child&because&her&C2&license&only&
allows&for&12&children&total.&
&
Any&questions&on&any&of&these&items?&
&

Menus must also be recorded by midnight daily to be considered up-to-date.
Infants have their own separate menus both on CCNI’s paper forms and on the online
claiming systems. Infants should not be recorded on the infant menu on their first
birthday – they should move to the regular menu for children ages 1 and up. Breast
milk is creditable no matter the child’s age, so if they do not transition off of breast
milk at age one that is just fine. Formula, however, is only creditable up until the day
the child turns 13 months. For example, if an infant turns one on March 10th, formula
can still be used as they make the transition to whole milk until April 9th. If the child
needs to continue formula after that time for a medical reason, they will need a special
diet statement on file for it to be reimbursable – contact the office if you have further
questions on a child that will need to continue formula.
When is an infant required to start solid foods? The answer to this question is not quite
as black and white as it used to be before the new meal pattern changes! There is no
more hard and fast age at which an infant is required to start solid foods.
Developmental readiness is the key to knowing when to introduce solids to an infant in
your care. Most infants are developmentally ready for solid food introduction around 6
months of age. Open discussion with the infant’s parents about when they are
introducing foods at home, what foods they would like you to introduce first, how
often they would like the infants eating solids to begin with, etc. can help guide the
way for starting the infant on solid foods. There are some signs from the infant that
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they&might&be&ready&to&give&solid&foods&a&try&as&well,&such&as&sitting&independently,&they&have&doubled&
in&weight&from&their&birth&weight,&and&watching&others&eat&or&reaching&for&food.&CCNI&has&a&handout&
that&you&can&use&with&parents&to&facilitate&this&discussion&if&you&need&a&starting&point,&they&are&with&the&
other&handouts&*insert&where&you&placed&handouts&for&them&to&take&here*&&–&let&the&office&know&if&you&
need&more.&
&
At&least&one&grain&item&served&per&day&must&meet&whole&grainCrich&requirements.&It&must&also&be&
recorded&as&whole&grainCrich&on&your&menu.&Online&systems&have&easy&indicators&to&denote&which&
grain&item&was&WG&that&day,&paper&claimers&can&simply&circle&the&WG&on&the&menu&to&indicate&the&
grain&item&that&was&WG.&If&you&do&not&indicate&an&item&that&was&whole&grainCrich,&you&will&be&deducted&
for&a&meal&or&snack&that&day.&It&is&based&on&the&lowest&reimbursable&meal&or&snack&that&had&a&grain&
served&at&it&for&that&day.&
&
Juice&is&something&that&seems&to&still&be&tripping&providers&up&on&how&often&it&can&be&served.&It&is&
always&once&per&DAY.&It&doesn’t&matter&if&you&are&serving&it&to&two&different&groups&of&children&who&
are&not&there&at&the&same&time,&that&is&still&considered&serving&it&more&than&once&per&day.&The&common&
scenario&is&a&provider&who&has&a&group&of&school&agers&and&a&group&of&younger&children.&The&school&
agers&eat&breakfast&and&get&on&the&bus&to&go&to&school,&so&they&are&not&present&for&AM&snack&or&Lunch.&
The&provider&serves&juice&at&AM&snack&to&the&younger&children.&These&younger&children&are&picked&up&
and&leave&before&the&school&age&children&return&for&PM&snack.&The&provider&then&serves&juice&as&part&of&
the&PM&snack&because&these&children&have&not&yet&received&juice&this&day.&This&is&not&creditable,&and&
the&provider&would&be&deducted&for&serving&juice&more&than&once&per&day.&
&
Lists&are&no&longer&allowed&for&items&such&as&cereal&and&crackers.&Paper&claimers,&you&must&write&out&
the&specific&name&of&the&cereal&or&cracker&that&you&are&serving&at&the&meal&or&snack.&There&is&no&longer&
a&spot&for&you&to&make&lists&on&your&menus,&and&that&is&because&it&is&no&longer&allowable.&This&change&
came&with&the&new&meal&patterns,&due&to&the&sugar&limits&for&cereal&and&the&whole&grainCrich&
requirement,&lists&just&left&too&much&room&for&error&and/or&deductions&on&your&claims&that&can&be&
avoided&by&naming&the&cereal&or&cracker&on&your&menu.&
&

Claims are submitted for reimbursement once per month, after you have served and
recorded your last meal or snack you will be serving the children for that month. Do not
record your last day’s meals or snacks early to submit your claim early. As we
previously covered, this can lead to a finding and corrective action needing to be taken.
Submitting early will not get your claim processed any faster, or paid out any earlier –
we will go over our reimbursement payment schedule later and explain why it won’t
get you paid faster.
Paper claimers, we know the mail isn’t great all the time. A few tips that help though
are ensuring you have enough postage on your claim and making sure you have the
envelope correctly addressed. We have envelopes that are printed with our address on
them that your monitor can supply you with to be sure your claim is headed to the
right place. If you do not put enough postage on your mailing, no matter the size
envelope you are sending it in, is a sure way to delay your claim getting to us. Some
post offices will not even send your mail out to us if there isn’t sufficient postage,
which means it will first have to get returned to you and then you will have to mail it
again.
Any records that you wrote on just regular paper (so not CCNI forms where you have a
carbon copy), you must keep for your records as well. This was the “point of entry” for
these records, where they were originally recorded before being put either onto CCNI
forms or into an online claiming system for submitting your claim.
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When CCNI begins our claims processing, one of the first things we do is check for
missing items that we would need to get from you before we can submit your claim to
the state to request your reimbursement. Most often, this is going to be enrollments. If
you do not have an enrollment on file in the office at the time that your claim is
submitted to state, you will not receive reimbursement for that child or children for the
entire month. It is extremely important that you get enrollments filled out as soon as a
new child or children start and get them to our office right after that. Paper claimers,
you may mail these with the claim when you submit it at the end of the month. Online
claimers, do not wait, mail them off right away to ensure we have them in plenty of
time for your claim. Also, please know that we do this as a courtesy when we are able
to extend that courtesy. It is your responsibility as a provider to ensure you have
submitted everything with your claim. Sometimes, things happen that prevent us from
being able to make all of the phone calls for missing items, and unfortunately, that can
mean a deduction for you.
We may also call to ask a question or for some clarification on something on your claim
while we are reading it. This does not mean we can call and ask questions about
everything on your claim and avoid giving you deductions for errors, but it does mean
that on the items we can clarify and give technical assistance on, we try to do that.
Sometimes it is as simple as having to ask a provider to pull out their yellow copy of the
claim and help us decipher handwriting. Again, this is done as a courtesy and if time
allows.
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So&what&will&happen&if&CCNI&tries&to&call&or&email&you&about&an&issue&with&your&claim&and&we&cannot&
get&ahold&of&you?&If&we&are&trying&to&get&a&missing&item&from&you&before&submitting&your&claim&to&state,&
we&will&give&you&a&deadline&if&we&are&able&to&leave&you&a&message&or&email&you&that&you&need&to&get&
back&to&us&by&to&get&us&the&missing&item.&Please&know&that&our&phone&number&when&we&call&from&the&
office&comes&up&as&an&800&number,&so&we&know&that&some&people&will&not&answer&those&phone&calls.&
We&do&leave&messages&if&we&are&able&to&on&an&answering&machine&or&voicemail.&If&we&do&not&hear&from&
you,&or&receive&the&missing&item,&your&claim&will&be&sent&to&state&without&it.&We&will&never&hold&your&
claim,&which&would&delay&your&reimbursement,&without&your&approval&to&do&so.&We&will&discuss&our&
holds&procedure&more&in&depth&in&just&a&couple&minutes.&As&was&stated&earlier,&one&of&the&things&that&
CCNI&cannot&go&back&to&do&an&adjustment&on&your&claim&for&is&an&enrollment&not&being&on&file.&Other&
items,&like&part&of&your&paper&claim&missing,&we&also&cannot&go&back&on&to&get&you&reimbursement.&
&
The&same&general&rule&applies&for&calls&or&emails&made&to&you&while&we&are&processing&your&claim&
after&it&has&been&submitted&to&state.&If&we&do&not&hear&back&from&you&before&it&is&time&to&pay&out&your&
claim,&we&may&have&to&deduct&the&item&we&needed&clarification&on&to&ensure&your&reimbursement&is&
sent&on&time.&
&

CCNI sends a reduction notice (also called a deduction notice) with your
reimbursement check or direct deposit stub each month. Please review it as soon as
you receive it! KidKare claiming providers, you also have access to a report that will tell
you errors for which you may have received a warning or a deduction. Also know that
CCNI does not use KidKare entirely for processing your claims. We have our own
system that we import your claims to, and we still manually review your claim even
when it is submitted through an online system. Some warnings or deductions might be
correct on your reports, such as not marking an item as WG for the day, while others,
such as capacity deductions, may be incorrect if we have a variance on file for you.
Is there anything I can do to get reimbursement for the things I was not paid for if I
receive a reduction notice with my reimbursement stub and newsletter? Sometimes,
yes! If you did not put the information with the claim in the first place, you will most
likely need to send some form of secondary verification in for us to do the adjustment.
As you can see, the example given on the screen is one of our most common issues
that we give reimbursement for via an adjustment after you have been paid out for the
month. School calendars are an example of secondary verification we can accept for an
adjustment. Variances are another example of secondary verification that a provider
might need to send in to get reimbursed for reductions we made for capacity while
processing your claim. Best practice is to ensure all these items and information are
submitted with your claim to avoid the reduction and adjustment being needed in the
first place.
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&
Again,&we&can&never&go&back&and&adjust&for&an&enrollment&that&we&did&not&have&at&the&time&we&
submitted&your&claim&to&the&state&for&reimbursement.&We&also&cannot&adjust&for&things&like&a&missing&
menu&component.&Be&sure&to&have&all&of&your&documents&submitted&on&time&with&your&claim,&and&
review&your&claim&before&submitting&it&for&reimbursement.&
&
Please&contact&us&immediately&if&you&have&a&reduction&you&would&like&to&dispute&or&discuss.&Upward&
adjustments,&meaning&those&that&you&receive&payment&for,&must&be&completed&within&the&60Eday&
processing&window&for&that&month.&We&will&be&discussing&this&60Eday&window&in&just&a&few&minutes.&
&

Each month, CCNI publishes a newsletter. This newsletter is sent to you electronically
as well as in the mail with your check or direct deposit stub. Every month, we put the
reimbursement schedule for the upcoming month in there. This is important because
while the schedule doesn’t change too much from month to month, if there are dates
near holidays that might affect the reimbursement schedule, they will be noted there.
Bonus question – what else can you find every month in the newsletter?
A hidden provider ID! Each month, we put a provider ID in the newsletter. If you find
YOUR provider ID (not just anyone’s provider ID) call the office so we can send you a
resource! It is our way of saying thank you for taking the time to read our newsletter
each month that has a lot of important information in it. We have forgotten to do it a
time or two, and sent the resource to providers who called in asking if we were missing
one!
Our schedule each month will almost always start with the first Thursday of the month.
That is the earliest that CCNI submits claims to the state (MDE) to request
reimbursement for providers. Our cut off is on noon on Thursdays – not the end of the
day, not midnight. Noon. Claims received by noon on Thursdays will be paid out the
following Friday. The noon cut off will generally never change, though sometimes the
day of the week may change. For example, on Thanksgiving week, CCNI is closed on
Thanksgiving for the holiday, which is always on a Thursday. So that week, our cut off
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for&claims&is&noon&on&Wednesday.&And,&as&any&of&you&that&read&the&January&and&February&newsletters&
know,&in&March,&we&also&needed&to&have&a&special&Wednesday&at&noon&cut&off&for&the&first&week&of&
February&claims&due&to&CCNI’s&offices&being&closed&for&staff&training&on&the&first&Thursday&and&Friday.&
We&will&also&discuss&late&claims&in&a&minute,&where&the&deadline&to&submit&doesn’t&always&fall&on&a&
Thursday&at&noon&for&the&cut&off&either.&
&
In&your&newsletter,&you&will&find&this&Thursday&to&Friday&cycle&each&month.&If&the&last&day&of&the&month&
is&on&a&Thursday,&submitting&early&(and&incorrectly&like&we&discussed&earlier&with&recording&meal&
counts&ahead&of&time)&will&not&get&your&claim&reimbursed&any&faster.&We&cannot&submit&a&claim&until&
that&month&has&ended.&For&example,&April&30th&is&on&a&Thursday.&You&are&welcome&to&submit&your&
claims&that&evening&after&you&have&served&and&recorded&your&last&meal&or&snack&for&the&day,&but&that&
does&not&mean&your&payment&will&be&released&on&May&8th.&We&cannot&request&reimbursements&for&
your&April&claims&from&MDE&until&the&month&of&May.&So&the&first&round&of&April&claims&that&will&be&
submitted&is&on&May&7th,&and&that&puts&the&first&payments&on&May&15th.&
&

The common exception to the Thursday at noon rule is extremely late claims. You have
60 days to submit your claim to CCNI for reimbursement, and after that 60 days, CCNI
can no longer request you reimbursement money from MDE, and unfortunately cannot
reimburse you. CCNI’s policy is that our deadline to guarantee reimbursement for
claims always falls on the 25th of a given month. For example: January claims were
eligible to be submitted for reimbursement as of February 1, 2020. The 60 day deadline
set forth by USDA to request reimbursement for January claims is March 31, 2020 –
thanks to the leap year, otherwise it is April 1. CCNI’s deadline that we give to
guarantee we can get your reimbursement requested and processed in time is March
25, 2020. Because completely processing a claim takes time, we cannot always process
a claim received at the last minute. We will try our hardest to process any claim we get
after the 25th, but before the 31st in the scenario we just discussed, but we can no
longer guarantee that we can do that entire process in time to get your reimbursement
to you.
Providers who have not yet submitted their claims get quite a few reminders of the
deadline to get that claim in and still receive reimbursement. The first notice will come
from your monitor, generally near the 30 day mark. Shortly after that, you are mailed a
letter giving you notice that we still have not received your claim. One last contact is
made the week leading up to the deadline to remind you that we do not have your
claim yet. We highly suggest submitting your claim as soon as you are done serving and
recording your last meal or snack for the month so that you do not forget.
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What are “civil rights” and what does “discrimination” mean? Definitions of both are
up on the screen: civil rights are the rights of citizens to political and social freedom
and equality. Discrimination is treating any group or person differently based on the
protected classes: race, color, national origin, sex, disability, and age.
Let’s go over a few of the key points the handout in your packet regarding civil rights
training.
#2 All potentially eligible and current participants are to be informed of the benefits of
the CACFP and children enrolled in care must be allowed equal opportunities to
participate. What does this mean? This means that it is your job as a provider to be
sure parents know that you participate on the CACFP and to give them the information
to enroll their child in the program. CCNI prints information about the CACFP benefits
directly on our enrollment forms, so that is a great way to start the discussion with
parents as they enroll children in your care.
#3 All participants must be treated in the same manner (including seating
arrangements, meal times and service, etc.). An example of this would be separating
children during meal times to different tables based on their sex – boys at one table
and girls at another. Or children who speak a different language eating at a separate
time from the other children.
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#8&Reasonable&accommodations&must&be&made&for&children&with&disabilities&to&ensure&their&equal&
access&to&participate&in&the&CACFP.&For&example,&alternative&meals&or&meal&components&must&be&
provider&to&children&who&have&a&special&diet&statement&for&a&medical&necessity.&If&you&have&a&child&with&
a&special&diet&statement&due&to&a&disability&or&with&a&medical&need&for&a&alternative&meal/component&at&
your&daycare,&you&cannot&choose&have&that&child&not&participate&on&the&program.&Earlier&we&discussed&
decline&forms,&and&sometimes&the&parents&do&choose&to&go&that&route,&but&it&is&their&choice,&not&yours.&
You,&as&a&provider,&cannot&tell&the&parents&that&they&need&to&decline&the&program&rather&than&you&
making&the&substitutions&as&directed&by&the&special&diet&statement.&
&
Each&of&the&situations&listed&in&the&“Test&Yourself!”&area&is&an&example&of&a&civil&rights&violation&as&well.&
&
An&example&of&how&USDA&helps&ensure&that&there&is&not&discrimination&in&the&food&program&is&by&
gathering&racial&and&ethnic&identity&information.&This&data&is&useful&in&demonstrating&that&the&program&
is&accessible&to&all&children,&regardless&of&their&race&or&ethnicity.&
&&
&
Any&questions&before&we&take&the&quiz?&
&

Thank you for reviewing our 2020 training. In order to receive credit with CACFP for
your annual requirement you will need to complete the training quiz which can be
found on the last couple pages of our handouts. Complete the quiz and submit it to
CCNI for credit for your annual food program training requirement. Please note – at
this time, completing this training from home does not come grant Develop approved
hour. If that changes we will let you know.
Thanks!
CCNI Training Team
Contact with questions:
Sherri Looft – 800-634-3359
sherri.ccni@gmail.com
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